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Lesson 2.1

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPTS

l,c 2.d 3.b
4. Elements are composed of atoms. Compounds

are composed of atoms of two or more elements

combined in definite proport¡ons.

5. A radioactìve isotope is an isotope with an

unstable nucleus that breaks down at a constant
rate over time. Scientific uses of radioactive

isotopes include determining the age of rocks,

treating cancer, killing bacteria in food, and
tracing the movements of substances within
organisms.

6. Atoms in a compound are held together by

chemical bonds.

7. Two electrons are shared in a single covalent
bond, four in a double bond, and six in a
triple bond.

THINK CRITICALLY

8. The diagram should show that hydrogen and

chlorine form a covalent bond. Students can use

the chlorine atom in Figure 2-4 as a starting
point and pair one of the seven electrons in its
outer'level with hydrogen's single electron.

9. 0.1 nm; lf 100 million atoms lined up are 1 cm

in length, then the diameter of one atom
equals 1 cm divided by 100,000,000. This yields

' 1 x 10€ cm, or 1 x '10't0 m, which equals 0.1 nm.

Lesson 2.2

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPTS

10. b 1f. b 12. c

f 3. Cohesion is an attraction between molecules

of the same substance. An example is water
molecules drawing together, forming beads

on a smooth surface. Adhesion is an attraction
between molecules of different substances. An
example is capillary action.

14. A solution is a mixture in which one substance is

dissolved in another. The solute is the substance

that is dissolved. The solvent is the substance in

which the solute is dissolved.

15. An acid is a compound that forms hydrogen
ions in solution. Acidic solutions have pH values

less than 7. A base is a compound that forms
hydroxide ions in solution. Basic solùtions have
pll values greater thãn 7.
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THINK CRITICALLY

16. The mixture could be separated by

adding water. The sodium chloride

would dissolve in the water, but the

. silica would not. The salt could then be

retrieved by filtering the silica out of

the mlxture and evaporating the water'

f7, Students should infer that magnesium

hydroxide is a base. The base reacts

w¡th the acid in the stomach and Jorms

a less acidic Product.

5-carbon sugaç a phosPhate group,

and a nitrogenous base

CRITICALLY

Sample answer: Students might sug-
gest trying to d¡ssolve the solid in
water, be¿ause lipids are generally not
water soluble. They also might suggest

warming the solid to see if it would
soften, because solid lìpids tend to
soften when heated.

"Carbo" indicates that carbon is pres-

ent; "hydrate" suqgests oxYgen and

hydrogen are present.
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Lesson 2.3

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPTS

18. c 19. c

20. Polymers are large

mãde up of smaller

monomers. For examPle,

called monosaccharides
form polymers called

21. Prciïeins confol the rate of

reactions, régulate cell

¡mportant cellular
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qåa out ofsubstances into òr
fight disease.

Lesson 2.4

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPTS

25. a 26. d

27. A chemical reaction can either release

or absorb energY'

28. An enzyme is a biological catalyst'

29. Factors that mây influence enzyme

activitY include PH, temPerature,

and regulatory molecules that switch

.n.ytãt "on" or "off" as needed
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